WRITER, REALITY TITBIT
GRV Media is a high-growth, multi-platform new media company with a 20 year successful
track record and 120 staff and content providers. Our own and partner sites achieved 463m
page views in the second quarter of 2022, from 178m users.
We are looking for full-time writers to work on our reality TV and celebrity specialist website
realitytitbit.com. To be a candidate you will be a proven writer in a search driven online
publishing business with an unrivalled knowledge of both UK and USA reality TV.
If you know everything about reality TV from well-known shows such as 90 Day Fiancé and
Selling Sunset to smaller series on TLC and Discovery, combined with an unrivalled
knowledge of the Kardashians, then this could be the dream job for you.
Your main role will be writing stories in a fast-paced newsroom environment with
accompanied research, while experience with Google Trends and Google Analytics is an
advantage.
GRV Media is a UK based, remote company. Applicants are asked to apply only if they are
based in the UK, prepared to work remotely and preferably have experience of doing so.
Key skills and experience you have:
● A degree in journalism or media-related degree
● 2+ years experience writing in a newsroom environment
● Knowledge of media laws, sensitive content and libellous content
● The ability to write at speed in a deadline-orientated environment
● An interest and knowledge in US and US reality TV shows
Benefits
● A competitive salary depending on experience.
● Discretionary bonus scheme.
● A professional but friendly working environment.
Applying
Apply via email using the link below. Include your CV, information about which website you
would like to write for and why, along with a writing example of a freshly-written story that

grv.media | info@grv.media

Registered address:
18 Mulberry Avenue, Widnes, Cheshire, WA8 0WN

you think would fit on the website of your choice.
Apply Here
If we think you’re a good fit we’ll arrange a telephone call with you soon after that.
We are an equal opportunity employer.
Seniority Level
Junior/Mid level

Employment Type
Freelance/Full Time

Industry
Online Media

Job Functions
Journalism
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